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Sha ·ng the Shadow
Rachinski

Moscow Nights: Folk song
Even
aren't heard in the garden,
Everything has died down till morning.
Jf you only knew how dear to me
Are these Moscow
The river moves, unmoving,
All in silver moonlight.
A song is heard, yet unheard,
In these
Why do you, dear, look askance,
With your head lowered so?
It is hard to express, and hard to hold back,
HVI'yvl'll1r.!.o that my heart holds.
But the dawn's becoming ever brighter.
So please, just be good.
Don't you, too,jorget
These summer, Moscow

told myself to remember
the way the light of
blared
behind
shoulder. Oddly,
has
ce
mented my memory, while
most of
conversation that
night remains only a
more than a blur. Even now, I
hear my dad's voice through a
cloud, but can trace the rim of
the sign against the black of
my eyelids.

I

street so
about
could not yet
in our
mouths. I couldn't take my
mind off
which
mas
against my feet.
sound of the engine com
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"He was such an awesome
bined with my father's voice,
which was slow and uneven,
teacher."
created an unbalanced hum.
I wanted to answer that
His voice faced forward, and
he was miserable, but I didn't
he would not look at me, leav because she wouldn't be able
ing me with only the red neon to imagine it. Noone would.
He was a different man
sign. Arlene's Flowers.
He paused, and I looked
when he taught; happy,
again at the space between his content, at ease and in con
chin and shoulder.
trol. To begin with, there was
"I guess that I loved her."
something about my dad that
His ~oice was quiet and full of allowed him a certain amount
guilt. He didn't look at me.
of presence. At six feet tall
The Discovery Channel
he had neither the height nor
the build to make a powerful
once had a special on the
impression as he entered a
Venus flytrap arid its green
room; but he still managed to
jaws that clamped together in
command attention.
slow motion. The lips of the
plant tightly closed behind
Maybe it was his quiet
interwoven fingers. I took a
personality that made people
breath and felt something suc not want to impose, not want
tion shut and harden across
to offend. It was with his
quietness that he could silence
my Jaw.
I remember feeling my
a room. He would stand at
teeth fitted against each other
the front of the classroom
not
moving, only waiting,
and the listless ride home,
but I don't remember when
until the last student stopped
he became my father instead
talking, acutely aware of the
tension. These moments, how
of my dad. A sudden formal
ever, were uncharacteristic to
ity was imposed between us
his generally loose teaching
as I found it hard to talk to
him or even about him. There style and an openness that he
was awkwardness when I ran
had with his students.
across his former students, my
Languages were both my
age, who had taken Spanish or dad's passion and talent. In
Russian from him.
cluding English, he has taught
"How's Mr. Rachinski?"
four languages, including Ger
man, Spanish and Russian.
The question was blunt and
sudden when Morgan asked
His favorite language, like
it. Other people in the room
a favorite child, was Russian,
looked at me, mildly interest
and it was obvious in the
ed. Morgan had taken Russian way he spoke it and the way
from my dad for a few years in he taught it. He made Rus
high school.
sian comfortable and familiar
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UI;;I..a.u.,:>1;; he fit so well into the
language.

so that

six characters
around a table
on
man

opposite wall was cut
'u.u."u,- down
and
of

and with
same ease
they
country's history
murals that marched across
walls. Each graduating
class was given a stipend of
and
on the wall
where they could cmnb:me
to Russia,
an imprint on
classroom.
The oldest of these paintings
were simple and
the
spark
UU,'U\VU.LUk>,

the room, a dark red against
the yellow walls. On the foot
of
same
was
rillie alphabet, which
year students
used
extra help on their
and
scenes bloomed almost wildly
across
room. A scene com
with Vladimir Putin and
Darth Vader lined itself up
on
inside of the Russian
station. On the wall to
right, another mural of an
old L'-L""'''.au
over
scene was slightly contorted
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of history and turmoil. It was
a history that became melded
with his own and a country to
which he felt a calling.
His interest in Russia be
gan in his last years of college,
the late 70's, when both coun
tries were making promises
toward peace and long after
Russia had begun its down
ward spiral toward its failed
communism and fragmented
government.
Communism had begun
more than 50 years before
with the Russian Revolution
in 1917. From a tradition of
tyrannical leaders, a revolt
began with a dissatisfaction ·
of a nation. Factory workers
formed underground socialist
parties that started to bring
themselves forward after
basking in unhappiness that
had tucked itself deep in hid

ing. Unhappiness, I realized,
haunted my dad for longer
than I could trace back as I
tried to find the discontent
that had hidden itself for years
in layers of dissatisfaction.
The length of Russia's
history before the 1900's was
wound in centuries of undis
puted leaders and aristocrats,
a framework of authority and
stability that dissolved quickly
and without warning. It had
been a silent uprising, catch
ing the rulers unaware. Like
the shock to find that a part
of my dad had vanished, left
in Russia over a summer. It
seemed like overnight.

With the same swiftness,
the substance of a nation
only took a week to change,
evaporating against the breath
of women who marched
on Petro grad , the city of St.
Petersburg. Russia disap
peared in front of ten thou
sand women who demanded
peace and bread at the Tsar's
backdoor. It was in the face
of these women that the Tsar
gave up, readily handing over
his throne in surrender. An
interim government already
had taken control, meeting
together as if Russia's Tsar did
not exist, now required to act
without him with sudden re
sponsibility. It was an unusual
revolution; there were no stag
gering deaths; no war waged;
no fight; only a quiet abdica
tion that left the nation reeling
in shock. My father acted
the Tsar, abdicating when he
returned from the summer,
leaving me reeling, too.
"You acted so different
from what you used to. Did
something happen?" I begged
my dad for an explanation.
The e-mail back unhinged me.
"I've lost something. I
don't know if I can ever get it
back... I have sat here for 10
minutes trying to find a way
to elaborate on this, but I keep
deleting what I have writ
ten. I am crying. I can't talk
about this. I know that your
mom is worried and doesn't
understand why I am like this.
I can't talk. Somehow, some
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where, sometime I will come
out of this."
he had
up,
I knew that he had lost any
hope that he would
return to normal,
way it was.

"Is your dad a commu
some
asked me
politely,
I had
little defense.

***
abdication of
throne was only partially
with the provisional 0.",<>1"1"_
ment, leaving the rest
nation open like a wound. It
was through the opening
this wound
nation r ....,1",,,'11
other wom
an of Russia. On the
of Moscow and underground,
revolutionary groups and
factory w()rklers

up arms "'"i".,;ua,;)L
aching for the
to
and
for
to return to normal. It
became a battle between loy
alty and
of
the .uU'LCWl....
a .LV.u.u

than I was, even with
dark

AL"

a very
He believed it and a
me believed it with him.

it came
summer, Charlie was

2S
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one of the flrst students to vol
unteer to go on a student trip
to Moscow and St. Petersburg.
After three years of
classes, Charlie became
cemented into Russian and
cemented into me. I know the
way he walks and the way he
thinks as if I had seen it all my
life: There were things he did
that were meant to be remem
bered, placed deliberately
at times that he was sure I
wouldn't forget, like prom and
my graduation.

***
I could see ChariH~ out
of the corner of my eye. He
crouched at the front of the
bleachers where the only
thing that separated him from
the football field was an iron
railing. The football field held.
about 400 chairs for gradua
tion. I sat near the end of the
rows, legs folded underneath .
my chair, acutely aware of
being watched, but pretending
not to notice Charlie's stead
fast eyes. Despite the fact that
we were not on good terms,
again, Charlie had corne
clutching a gold box in his
right hand.
After the ceremony he
slipped the box into the palms
of my hands and walked off
without looking back. Under
the lid of the small box was
a set of three things, the red
head of a dried flower, a black
and white photograph of him

that he had artistically placed,
cut and moved in the dark
room, and a note.
"My worst fear," he wrote,
"is that someday you will be
sitting on your front porch,
years from now, when you
have gotten old and lived your
life, and you will have forgot
ten me."
Unfortunately, I have tried
to.
I refused to officially date
Charlie, even when he felt like
he was owed "his turn."
"What makes him better
than me? When do I get my
tut:n?"
, But &spite that, we fol
lowed skips and jumps of talk
ing, and anger, close friends
and arch nemeses.

***
Now, years later, I have
corne to accept the realization
that I am constantly dating
Charlie. Granted, not the
man himself, but his twins
that have proliferated around
me as if I am being followed.
They even look like him.
But instead of the dark
curly hair that amassed
around his head I have dated
Alex with his bandanna
bound blond curly hair and
the most recent Jacob with
his more reddish and slightly
tamer waves of hair. They
think like him, talk like him,
move like him - I'm cursed
with him.
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Mentally, I am already
a list that is branded
in red of these men who
might take over the pits and
grooves my
I am
proof
many
occasions that I have been
one to down and cut off
handfuls of Alex's blond
of the above have
and
habits that reflect (at
for the first two)
storms
and bouts of emotions.
I
they all have played

is enough to
rule out pure coincidence.
They either write, or draw,
or

We held our breaths,
of us; within the

they
"I bet I could think up a
few questions for him, I
all too well," my
mom told me
I
her
about Jacob, irony
hard
in her
She
pin
eyes closed. My
mom and I are
to
same men.
Charlie was the
of the many people
whom I dated that I could
admit was
like my
And like nearly every
they nurron~d

came back

"Don't gossip." Some
one was
listening, and
~"'Qi.l'UJ..lF. could incriminate; so
Instead,

***
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but now I hear it in his voice
and the way he looked away
when he spoke. But I did too.
It began late in August,
the very day he came back
from a summer long trip to
Russia. But for a year I was
unsure, talking to him only
with caution and suspicion,
nothing concrete.
It wasn't until 1946 that
Winston Churchill announced
"From Stettin in the Baltic to
Trieste in the Adriatic, an Iron
Curtain has descended across
the continent" that the Cold
War began. Like a whiplash,
Stalin retorted with anger,
the Truman Doctrine was
established and a cold winter
whipped through Europe in
several foreboding months
of famine. So the Cold War
wrestled with the world.
Over 40 years the superpow
ers played a murky game of
chess. First it was Germany,
Du, du, liegt mir im Herzen,
then Korea, then Cuba.
Du, du, liegt mirim Sinn,
Khrushchev issued a letter
Du, du, macht mir viel
to President Kennedy near the
end of the most tense years of
Schmerzen
Weisst nicht, wie gut ich dir bin.
the cold war:
We and you ought not to pull
You, you, are in my heart,
on the ends of the rope in which
You, you, are on my mind,
you have tied the knot of war, be
You, you, do me much harm
cause the more the two of us pull,
Don't know how good I am
the tighter that knot will be tied.
for you.
And a moment may come when
that knot will be tied too tight that
Now, a song that I had
even he who tied it will not have
always heard with a tone of
the strength to untie it .... Let us
confidence and reassurance
not only relax the forces pulling
. wavered. I had never heard the . on the ends of the rope, let us take
question marks in the song,
measures to untie that knot.
Every night while I was
growing up, my dad tucked
me into bed with songs in
German, Spanish and Rus
sian. A Spanish song of
animals and children, the
German Du, Du, and Moscow
Nights, greeted me until I was
much too old to ask to be
tucked in. When he first began
the ritual of his quiet singing
he would rock me in his arms,
his forearms underneath my
neck and knees, holding me
close enough to hear his chest
take large, deep breaths.
When I got old enough,
I learned how to sing along, .
forming foreign words and
mispronunciations. I would
always ask for the English
translation, but forgetting
it easily I was just happy to
hear the sounds of the foreign
languages that softly rocked
me to sleep.
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country must
"''',,,,,,,1'\ on

PV,,,..

ready
and empty,
that it had no
other choice. This is where we
rebuild.
The Soviet Union, too,
was forced to start over. It
fell
of
falling
years earlier. The failing econ
omy whipped the country's
under Bankto start over,

Detente is a French word
that means
ten
sion." Detente between the
and
Union
around 1971, as
both countries
other
caution, but with
an element of hope. A wistful
cold
hope that would end
stare between,nations was in
and
eyes of

***
as

one
in a truce, for lunch.
Sitting across from him, I
could see
was exhausted.
know how good I am
for you. I saw it
as we
talked,
When
US.S.R. col-

torn
founda
"It's not the same," my
dad told me,
enough
so the rest of
restaurant
couldn't hear. "It will never be
the same." ...."..

